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Scene dialogues 
From the Newsletter of the International Association 
for Cultural Studies in Architecture 

 
 
 
Images taken seriously have an enormous capacity to en- 
encourage dialogues. In everyday environment they pass 
relatively unnoticed, being taken for granted. In unfamiliar 

places they disclose a swarm of questions and tentative answers; 
they trigger silent or spoken dialogues. We consider this a central 
methodological topic in Cultural Studies in Architecture. 

Over the year we asked people from very different contexts to com-
ment on photographs by Jürgen Krusche. They got nothing but the 
photograph, no information about the time or place where it has 
been taken. They were asked to describe what they see, not to 
guess about the circumstances. We thank the contributors to this 
dialogue for having taken their time. Their task called for the now-
adays rather unusual sustained contemplation of a picture, of wor-
king at its resonance as if it were a sounding piece. 

By inviting people to comment on these photographs, we realised 
that «visual literacy» is hitting narrow side rails: reading texts goes 
without saying, but for many translating pictures into texts trans-
gresses the limits of feeling a malaise. 

The descriptions are in turn evaluated by the research project by 
the author, head of project of «Taking to the streets»at ETH Zurich 
(www.taking-to-the-streets.com ). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

> Cultural Studies in Architecture are nothing if not dialogues < 
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Scene dialogue 1 
Newsletter 1(5), September 2009 
 

 
© 2009 JÜRGEN KRUSCHE, TAKING TO THE STREETS 

Some posing like lifeless bronze figures 
by Laurence Anderson and Irene Fast1, Maple Ridge B.C. 
This photo captures an allegorical 

representation of Islamic immigration into 

European society, which (when it started 

forty years ago to welcome people to fill 

short-term job shortages and create a multi-

ethnic society) assumed that immigrants (like 

the copper and tin that went into the melting 

pot to create the bronze figures in the back-

ground) would meld into their host societies 

and adopt its mores. But a large number of 

Islamic immigrants proved to be «unmelt-

able», like the mythical centaur on the right 

which is part man and part horse, neither 

comfortable in, nor really accepted by, the 

society in which he now finds himself. 

The only representation of an adult male 

figure is the statue on the left which appears 

either to be in conflict with his opposing 

figure or trying to show his strength in the 

face of a threat of adversity (or, perhaps, a 

feeling of male emasculation?). 

The sole Western person is a woman who 

sits among the group, but in apparent lonely 

contemplation, perhaps musing about her 

place in this new society, or wondering about 

the family life of the ethnic women she sees 

around her, but is not part of. The girl and 

boy (representing modern society /techno-

logy in typical western clothes/headset) pose 

like the lifeless bronze figures behind them, 

and suggest the question: Will the next 

generation also be «unmeltable»? 
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They seem to see something I don’t 
by Meri Kytö, Joensuu2 

The market is packing up. «Let’s 

meet by the fountain, I’ll come and pick you 

up after.» Somebody has forgotten to unleash 

the statue. It’s still holding the ropes holding 

the market tents around it’s neck. So many 

faces looking away; the two ladies with a bag 

of onions, the read headed girl behind them, 

the centaur, the bronze maiden. «I feel tired! 

Let’s go home, haydi eve gidelim artik!» 

The girl standing on the fountain has the 

same posture as the bronze swan. If she stays 

there much longer she just might melt into 

the composition as well. The boy has the sa-

me thing going on with the centaur, they are 

both aspiring to get out of the box. They 

seem to see something I don’t. 

 

 
Mimicking the poses 
by Johanna Hällsten, Stoke-on-Trent3 

Travelling, you realize that differences are lost: each city takes to resembling all cities, 
places exchange their form, order, distances, a shapeless dust cloud invades the 
continents.4 

The marketplace—temporary, here 

for a fleeting moment, yet regular as clock 

work. Wherein lies the difference between 

this place and others, when do we call it ho-

me? When we recognise and make parallels, 

when we establish networks? The photograph 

could be a snap shot from anywhere in Euro-

pe, an event like any other. 

There is a sombre undercurrent in the 

photograph; the subjects are all turned away, 

not engaging with the viewer’s gaze. The 

central space in the square has become the 

  
1 Laurence Anderson is Solicitor, Irene Fast Legal 

Assistant at Vernon & Thompson., Maple Ridge BC. 

2 Meri Kytö MA is PhD candidate and Junior 

Researcher in Cultural Studies at Joensuu University. 

3 Johanna Hällsten PhD is currently Fine Art Course 

Leader at Loughborough University. 

4 Italo Calvino 1997. Invisible Cities, p.137. 

Vintage, London. 

 

 

back alley, where people are taking refuge, 

resting and engaging in quiet conversations. 

Interestingly, the bronze statues, which 

normally take centre stage are displaced, 

ignored and encroached upon—even acting 

as props for the electricity to the stalls. They 

have become furniture for the inhabitants to 

use. The subjects become statues in their own 

right, mimicking the poses creating rhythmic 

gaps between each other, overshadowing the 

monumental. It is mundane, grey, just 

another day passing by, yet there is a quiet 

reclamation of land. 

They are as if suspended in time, a small 

fragment of their being is trapped, lost—the 

subjects have already moved on, settled and 

started new dialogues. 

 

 

 

 

Crossing Cultures / Crossing Spaces 
Commentary by the picture author of scene dialogue 1 

Newsletter 2(1), January 2010 
 
by Jürgen Krusche 

 

The picture of scene dialogue 1 has been shot 

in Berlin Neukölln. In the background the 

blocks can be discerned that are typical for 

Berlin’s Wilhelminian development. It is 

therefore difficult to imagine that this photo-

graph is from «anywhere in Europe”. It could 

well be from another German city, e.g. Leip-

zig, but never from Paris or Milano. 
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Neukölln is a neighbourhood southeast 

from the centre of Berlin, neither central nor 

peripheral. It is an area, except for the so-

called Reuter-Kiez, still escaping the gentrifi-

cation advancing into Kreuzberg and 

Prenzlauer Berg. Mostly Turkish people 

choose to live in Neukölln. The high street 

leading North-South through it is called—

that’s the first crossing: Karl-Marx-Strasse. 

The market appearing on the photograph 

takes place weekly on Karl-Marx-Platz in the 

very core of Neukölln. It is run exclusively 

by Turkish marketers who sell fruit and vege-

tables, characteristically in big lots. Shopping 

bags and trolleys are full to the brim. The 

market is about to close and everything is 

now sold with discount. The empty card-

board boxes pile up. The women—almost 

exclusively women, rarely men or couples, 

are shopping here—have heavy loads to 

carry. Children are welcome to help them. 

The sculpture, called «Imaginäres 

Theater» («imaginary theatre»), is a fountain. 

It has been created in 1986 by Hartmut Bonk, 

an artist living in Berlin. The encounter 

between the bronze figures and people on the 

market square is somehow theatrical. It 

represents the crossing of two cultures that 

gains its significance only on a second 

glimpse. At first sight one wonders if the 

motionless and sublime statues are out of 

place or if, on the contrary, the colourful 

scene around them with the tents, splint 

boxes and cardboard boxes, women and 

children is the result of displacement. One of 

them looks as if not belonging to that place. 

Even the brawny centaur feels visibly 

awkward and as if he wanted to leave the 

scene, but the tent obstructs his passage. 

And posing in the middle of the turmoil, like 

the two naked bronze companions, is slightly 

out of place. No, a «melting», to use the 

words of dialogue partner Johanna Hällsten, 

cannot be seen; but is definitely an exciting 

encounter. 

 

 

The two female bronze figures with a 

Greek appearance are totally naked and ex-

hibit a striking contrast to the almost totally 

veiled Turkish women and girls. A long gone 

occidental ideal encounters present. The 

space that opens on this square covers more 

than two thousand years of history: the pre-

Christian Greek ideal, materialised in the 

bronze sculptures, strikes Muslim culture 

effective for 1500 years. The naked and the 

mythological—Leda with the swan and the 

centaur—meet the veiled. Disclosure and 

exhibition appear alongside with 

concealment and withdrawal. Wouldn’t it be 

interesting to comment in this place the rela-

tionship of the public and the private? 

The ideal meets the real, ideal space of 

aesthetic perfection is colonised by living 

space of urban everyday life. Again, no: 

these spaces are too much apart from each 

other to melt, but at least there, on Karl-

Marx-Platz in Neukölln in a built milieu and 

form a new, highly complex and temporary 

space. 

Overall, this encounter expresses a certain 

lack of mutual understanding. Yet can we, 

realistically, expect that these two cultural 

realms, here on Berlin cobblestone, under-

stand each other from the outset? Nothing but 

the encounter, to co-presence is worth a lot, 

mutually drawing near, even if naked Leda is 

just a pedestal for the extension cord of the 

greengrocer nearby. 
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Scene dialogue No 2 
Newsletter 2(1), January 2010 

 

 
© 2009 JÜRGEN KRUSCHE, TAKING TO THE STREETS 

Just that  
by Stéphane Montavon5 

While coming home from that bald 

mountain where we have been preparing a 

lamb ragout with apricots for New Year, still 

under the ire of a fast and snowy downhill 

race we cling to our sacks in the train to 

Basel, and this is where I have opened the 

waffle iron of my laptop, showing the picture 

to one of my fellows who confirms me, 

because he used to study it a bit, that the 

characters in the image are Japanese, so 

what? 

Once the image is localised, our distance 

to it being guaranteed, how shall I continue, 

since the train is inevitably approaching 

Basel, because lacking any larger context 

except for IACSA of course, there is still 

nothing but a delayed dialogue with other 

commentators who we don’t know... Just 

that, wholly virtual, one can know for the 

moment... 

Even more, since there is no story, in the 

iconographic sense, recognisable in the pic-

ture, and moreover one withholds the story 

around this picture, the commentator will end 

up by pulling the image into his very own 

history... In order to avoid this he can pre-

sumably start with the most trivial: which 

movements and gestures have produced this 

representation? And then: Which movements 

does the represented space permit its users to 
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bring about? Which gestures are programmed 

by the interfaces of that world there? One 

would like to depart on: to walk past, to drive 

past, and, almost without a pause, drop a 

coin, eat, discard... take (and live with others) 

away... Why, no: a description of the type 

«the bonnet of Charles Bovary» would pro-

mise more exhilaration. 

Arriving in a left-skewing parallel (rela-

ting to the objective) the winding alley leads 

downwards around a building of mixed ele-

ments and with a roof pieced up with corru-

gated iron sheet and plastic, whose oblique 

wall is partly disguised by a metal stockade 

against which leans a series of vending 

machines. This extension in the form of a 

«7» leads us to assume that between palisade 

and wall lays a scant but certainly accessible 

interstice. The door is momentarily closed, 

but the perverse framing makes us believe 

that its use could be more important than just 

stocking. To this riddle is added a soupçon of 

amazement about the quite failed try to har-

monise this collage of recycled surfaces on a 

white background where only soft drinks 

would emerge in order to present themselves 

in the neon blaze. Well, the heterogeneity of 

this corner withstands, even in a grotesque 

and pathetic way, especially under the claws 

of the tags whose no-futuresque English re-

veals the brand of—we are in Japan, didn’t 

we say that already—a globalised urban cul-

ture more than somebody’s signature, these 

tags themselves being here just a posh eye-

sore, pure decor at least, leaving the goods 

intact... The chaotic corner resists indeed, but 

at the same time it demarcates itself quite 

meticulously and strings together on the low 

curbstone of the street which leads, slightly 

sunken, in a straight parallel, smooth, 

unobstructed... 

To this corner, to this precarious prism 

which the section of the street shows, corre-

sponds the triangle built by the characters. 

A man, standing, with an orange vest—a 

delivery man? a postman? someone from the 

refuse collection? or a matter of far-east 

orientalism, to be ashamed of? This man 

would see us and come towards us... per-

haps... in short, a man standing watches us 

standing and taking photographs, whereas 

we watch another one squatting, at the bins’ 

height, who is unaware of us. A hurried 

employee? a gambler after a night’s wake? 

Totally absorbed by his snack, this one, and 

what shoes! Meanwhile we see the signal 

cones just at our feet. They also crowd on the 

rim of the bend, separating us from the other 

humans and from chaos on the opposite 

shore. Once more we are on the good side... 

on the side of the bright pavement, the side 

of a bar or a disco, whose owners ban the 

stopping of cars just for the moment of 

getting a drink from across.  

Leaving the dense patterns on the left, with 

tracery of wires and ad signs, our backstreet 

bends as a sort of chicane before heading 

towards the simple grids at the back on the 

right, and in this move it offers a tinkered 

and temporary equipment (which could well 

be in place for an indefinite time, depending 

on the neglect of the town planners), dedi-

cated to quick transit: intestinal, pedestrian, 

automobile and... anamnestic. So quick 

indeed that, as soon as the following text of 

an epoch (thirty years ago) when the digital 

was still not existing comes to one’s mind: 

«The flash of the haiku does not clarify, does 

not reveal anything; it is like the flash of 

photography which one would tend to use 

with precaution [...] but without having char-

ged the camera with a cartridge. Or: haiku 

(the streak) renders the referencing gesture 

of the little child which points a finger on 

whatever it is [...], saying just: that! Of such 

an immediate movement [...] that what is 

designated is the very nullity of all classi 

fication of the object, nothing particular»6… 

one’s train already enters the Basel main 

station. 

  
5 Stéphane Montavon is a young swiss writer. 

His online texts available at www.sitaudis.com. 

Forthcoming: Les écoutis le Caire, Gruenrekorder, 

Germany, March 2010. Translation from French: J.W. 

6 Roland Barthes, L’empire des signes, Seuil, 

Paris 1970. 
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Fastfood in Tōkyō 
Commentary by the author of the picture for scene dialogue 2 

Newsletter 2(3), April 2010 

 
by Jürgen Krusche 

 

 

© 2009 JÜRGEN KRUSCHE 

The second photograph of Scene Dialogues 

is a rare view from Tokyo, from a city where 

everything is dense and lively, and where 

many activities happen in the street; but whe-

re you rarely happen to see someone eating 

in public. It does not occur in Tokyo that you 

quickly buy a sandwich or a hotdog and con-

sume it on the sidewalk or in public trans-

port. I have no knowledge of a formal ban of 

eating in public, but factually nobody does it. 

This is one of the many unwritten laws which 

should be obeyed – and which everybody 

actually obeys. The exception which can be 

seen on this photograph only proves the rule. 

One senses almost how uncomfortable the 

eating man feels. He is well hidden behind 

the drink vending machines, in a remote side 

street, hoping that nobody would detect him. 

All this does not signify that there exists 

no fast-food in Tokyo. McDonalds, Burger 

King, Turks, Indians, Chinese noodle soups, 

udon
1
, sushi, or the traditional onigiri, all this 

is available as fast food as well But one never  

  

udon:  thick wheat noodles, usually served with a 

soup 

sushi:  count in Japan as an affordable and healthy 

form of fast-food 

onigiri:  traditional filled rice lumps, wrapped in 

algae, sold at every kiosk 

bento-Box:  a traditional picnic box with varied 

treats 

 

 
 

eats it en route, but indoors, at home, in 

the office; or in an eatery which can be 

extremely small or defined and symbolised 

by nothing but curtains, so-called noren (see 

picture above). Only on a bench in a park 

you would allow yourself to eat from your 

bento-Box—and even this only at the occa-

sion of particular celebrations. Whereas in 

the Underground trains eating is taboo, an-

other exception is the Shinkansen, the high 

speed train, where also telephone calls are 

allowed. But here as elsewhere: everybody 

abides by it. Only very rarely you hear a por-

table ring or someone shoots one’s mouth off 

the most with the latest banalities. 

Another peculiarity of Japanese cities, 

especially of Tokyo can be seen: The drink 

vending machines which offer according to 

the season cooled or hot drinks. The choice is 

immense and constantly changing: every 

month several new drinks are put on the 

market, mostly fitness drinks, new green teas 

or coffees. Despite this offer and the big 

number of dispensers one never observes 

anybody sip from his aluminium can. Drinks, 

like eating, are consumed invisibly and dis-

cretely. 

If you inferred from this that in Tokyo 

people sit in numberless street cafés of 

restaurants allaying their hunger and thirst, 

you are wrong. Sitting outdoors and eat is 

unfamiliar to the Japanese. The few 
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opportunities for consuming a coffee in the 

sun is restricted to the Starbuck’s chain store 

or fashionable Italian cafés along the 

Omotesando. That’s where Europeans and 

Americans can be met. Japanese people in 

the metropoles prefer to retire into a café or 

an issakaya, without any view to the outside. 

The window tables, if there are any, are 

mostly unoccupied. Thus the eating man in 

Takadanobaba is a very rare view in many 

respects. 

  

Omotesando:  the most expensive street in Tokyo 

with flagship stores signed by celebrity architects 

issakaya:  traditional small taverns with affordable 

eating and drinking 

Takadanobaba:  neighbourhood in the Northern 

part of Shinjuku ward, served by the busy Shinjuku 

line 

 

 

Scene dialogue 3 
Newsletter 2(3), April 2010 

 

Globalized Gaze  
by Sabine von Fischer7         

(photograph p. 9) 

The various activities of women 

and men in the street imply an urban environ-

ment. The ground floors of the depicted buil-

dings hold commercial activities, and the 

bicycles, motorcycles and cars suggest that 

the working day has begun. Yet, all the peo-

ple in the photograph wear casual Western 

clothing: A man with a collection of plastic 

bags full of vegetables (for sale?), two 

women involved in a conversation while pro-

menading, a woman in a red shirt walking 

away from the camera at a more hurried 

pace, a man in a grey business suit leaving 

one of the shops, and a man in a blue wor-

kers’ overall speaks to a man in a white T-

shirt. The men stand close to each other, the  

  
7 Sabine von Fischer is an architect, writer, and 

researcher at ETH Zurich, currently working on a PhD  

on sound and space. 

women in conversation touch: It is a popula-

ted scene with people in close contact, in a 

distance to each other, as do the buildings, 

the bicycles and the cars. 

The Chinese characters on the facades and 

signs direct to a Chinese culture. Bright red 

appears on letters, signs, shirts, pillows, 

buckets. Never having been to China, I recall 

the Chinatowns I have been to: Were there 

indicators of the foreign culture the scene 

was surrounded by? The few Roman letters 

at the top right of the scene, the Western 

clothes, the cars are not foreign in China. 

Globalization has blurred the edges of 

culture. And, first of all, my gaze that is 

globalized, renders the scene familiar by the 

Chinatowns in many metropolises of the 

globe. 

 

Through the behind’s foreground  
by Bernhard Gilli8 

Two nice old little ladies. They are 

in conversation—or are they just going to say 

goodbye? The left one must have said some-

thing which is answered now by the right one 

quite in detail. They are walking very upright 

and seem to be quite balanced with the 

circumstances. Between them exists a pretty 

private space. 

They are watched: an old man has occu-

pied his place on the fringe of this space. A 

good place to clean some vegetables, shelte-

red from back and by the overhanging front 

as well as from above. The open door draws 

a demarcation line towards the outside (his 

space) and the bicycles on the sidewalk build 

a barrier along it, which guides passerbys to 

draw aside in advance. His couch on the 

sidewalk is low, so he sits lower than every- 
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© 2009 JÜRGEN KRUSCHE 

 

one else, who is crossing the street’s space: 

he is not at their eye level. He has occupied 

his own, parallel space, witch makes him 

having people stepping over his gaze. If you 

would want to break in this space, you would 

have to bow, in order to «knock». 

The ladies are passing this space—very 

close to the man but pretty far from his 

space. He however looks right into their 

space—sceptical as it seems to me. But if 

there’d be a second guy sitting like him on 

the opposite side of the street on a lowered 

couch too—the old man would have to share 

his space with this one. 

All of that is taking place in one street’s 

space. It plays in front of the scenery of a 

glossy and bent front of a house. It is domi-

nant, appears modern and yet seems to be as 

alien as the old facades on the opposite side 

are suggesting. The street heads along this 

bent front in a slight curve into some kind of 

«behind». I am standing right on that point 

where this «behind» just becomes visible in 

its entirety. It is still far away but already 

available. 

Here the scale breaks. In the «behind’s» 

foreground a little house tells of a city of 

small proportions—old town. Behind this a 

stately façade testifies of industrial renewal, 

and behind all this—or is it above it?— a 

disembodied glassy façade announces a new 

time. 

I don’t know into witch of those times the 

lady in red is heading to. But she seems to 

have a destination… 
  

8 DI Bernhard Gilli is an architect at the Technical 

University of Graz, Austria. He is investigating the 

transformation of the industrial waterfront of the 

Linz Danube, http://schwemmland.wordpress.com 
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Walking Gaze 
by Michaela Haibl9 

The seams of the kerbstones mirror 

in the water of the gutter. I cannot see it flow. 

If the collaborators of the research project 

«Psychopathology of Aesthetic Experien-

ce»10 had not assessed how my gaze wande-

red over the image by an eye-tracking came-

ra, they would know immediately that it is 

not that, what I have perceived at first sight. 

Comparing the wandering of the eyes of 

more onlookers of both sexes, they would be 

able to tell me how, inferred from the quanti-

tative survey of the paths of eye movements, 

images are evolving. And I would consider 

this approach as being highly disputable, at 

least as much problematic as... 

The picture is a red-blue image, comes to 

my mind. Still the art historian inside myself 

watches, she has learnt to watch at images in 

traditional ways, to ask in the style of 

Panofsky for different layers of meaning and 

exploring the compositional features. I watch 

the photograph as if it was a painting by 

Titian and notice the colours. A subtle com-

position, I think: at the right edge is a shape 

with her back to me. With her I enter the pic-

ture. I can see her, because the window frame 

of my word processing programme in the left 

half of my laptop’s screen does not wholly 

cover the simultaneously displayed digital 

photograph, but frees the view, allows me to 

watch the walking woman in her red jacket 

and the black trousers, with the lace of her 

white handbag over the left shoulder. I can-

not see her feet, her right arm and the hand, 

since they are outside the picture’s frame. 

I close the text window and watch again 

the picture, prospecting for red, because I re-

member the red plastic bucket at the lower 

left corner of the picture, a red thing on the 

sofa, a red sign to the top of the left hand. 

No, no red sign there, it is more behind, 

above there are red ideograms, fluorescent 

letters. I connect the reds with my gaze and 

try to do the same with the blues.  

It turns out that it is not my gaze which 

wanders from colour to colour. The colours 

wander through the picture—I just follow 

them. And I conceive the image from the 

paths of the colours. I just establish where 

 

I enter the trail and observe my gaze which is 

at the same time my thinking while I wander 

through the picture. And I enjoin my thinking 

from multiplying and finding stories—for the 

moment. Instead, I draw two paths, one abo-

ve and another beneath the picture, which I 

have printed in the meantime, a path of blue 

and two paths of red. 

Walking works. Movement. The image is 

movement, whether I follow the colours into 

the space of the image and of the street, or 

the people, who are my standpoint of view-

ing awareness. Along with the lady in red I 

walk, watching her back, into the picture. 

The blue lady (whose trousers place an inver-

ted V into the lower middle of the picture), 

encounters me accompanied by a lady in 

white, and yet catapults me into the centre of 

the image. But first of all she is not alone: 

two ladies walk in the street, not towards me, 

but, if was standing where the photographer 

stood, they went closely past me. Walking 

with wide steps they are absorbed in a con-

versation enlivened by rich gesture. The 

rightward one puts her hand on the shoulder 

of the other; the scene is blurred. The women 

form an almost hermetic realm of communi-
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cation, a space one wants to fill with imagi-

ned topics. 

Anew, I walk into the image along with 

the lady in red, patrol a second time on the 

two paths of red. And I understand that the 

paths of red tell me something about the con-

stitution of space and perception, about dyna-

misations induced by my gaze. Different 

forms of dynamisation appear: those imma-

nent in the image (moving people), those felt 

from inert transport machinery (cars, bicyc-

les, motorcycles). 

An everyday scene without mystery—so 

I think for a second—all the while knowing 

that Ernest Gombrich would tell me that 

there is no image without mystery, even if 

they look as showing us everything as ob-

vious. 

And still, the picture has, for me, an irri-

tating capacity: there is someone in the image 

who does the same thing as I do—only with a 

shift in time, space and place: perceiving. 

Now the sofa becomes a riddle, this set-piece 

from an interior, of a certain intimacy, which 

is now exhibited outdoors. A man sits on it 

and cleans vegetables for the kitchen which I 

guess to be behind the large glass window 

right behind him. But he cleans vegetables 

only because he wants to watch, to hark, 

without seeming doing so. A participant 

observer, an everyday researcher. He sits 

on the yellow cushion, pottering about with 

a bunch of stalks with leaves, without loo-

king at them, because he watches: in a con-

centrated manner, full of attention for the 

scene, the scenery of the two passing women. 

Beside him is a green cushion, a red 

cushion—if at all these are cushions. The two 

seats on the sofa are unoccupied, even if the 

two blue plastic bags with vegetables im-

mediately in front of them, on the sidewalk, 

prevent anyone to sit down there. Very 

quickly—really very quickly—I let the two 

ladies sit down on these seats. But what 

should they now look at, what should the 

black clothed man then look at? 

All is totally different. Scenic pathos of 

everyday life. Scenes, poses in the street as 

onstage. The bald-headed one observes—

without being seen by the actors—and com-

municates what he sees to all those who are 

not in the story, beyond place and time of the 

play. And still he observes, but quickly his 

gaze goes inwards, at once words are formed 

which he will not pronounce. 

I watch the red cushion that is possibly 

even not a cushion. And I walk into the grey 

of the gutter and now I know that the water 

must be coming from the red bucket at the 

picture’s left edge, and... 

 

  
9 Dr. Michaela Haibl MA is scholar of European 

ethnology, history of art, history and German 

language and literature studies. She is researcher 

and author, at present guest professor at Vienna 

University. 

10 Directed by Raphael Rosenberg, University of 
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